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ImageWare Systems Partners with Info X Distribution to Bring Multi-
Modal Biometrics to Storage Networking Solutions  

 
SAN DIEGO, CA – June 5, 2017 – ImageWare Systems, Inc. (ImageWare or IWSY) (OTCQB: IWSY), a leader in 
mobile and cloud-based, multi-modal biometric identity management solutions, and Info X Distribution, a 
global distributor of storage and networking solutions, have entered into an agreement enabling Info X 
Distribution to market and resell ImageWare’s GoVerifyID Enterprise Suite and SaaS solutions.  
 
Based in New Jersey, Info X Distribution specializes in the distribution of storage, software, and server 
connectivity of virtualized networks and cloud environments. The company provides top-tier solutions to 
over 2,000 VARs, VMware Resellers, OEMs and System Integrators.  
 
“Info X continuously adds technology that will provide our customers with a competitive advantage in the 
marketplace,” said Tom Carlucci, President, Info X Distribution. “ImageWare Systems biometric identity 
management solutions will complement our product offerings and offer our resellers complete security 
solutions," adds Carlucci. 
 
ImageWare’s Chairman and CEO Jim Miller commented: “Our partnership with Info X Distribution broadens 
our reach to thousands of additional resellers as Info X will actively market our GoVerifyID suite of products 
throughout North America. We look forward to providing multi-modal biometrics to their diverse network of 
existing and prospective customers.” 
 
GoVerifyID is ImageWare’s end-to-end enterprise solution that covers the full range of biometric 
authentication, including: identity proofing, cloud provisioning, on-device enrollment, real-time 
authentication, seamless integration into existing security workflows, and a turnkey self-service portal. This 
mobile/cloud SaaS offering is the industry’s first multi-modal biometric user authentication solution that 
allows customers to modify their passwords or provides two-factor authentication using biometrics.  
 
About Info X Distribution 
Info X is the leading global distributor of storage networking solutions since 1999 and specializes in the 
distribution of storage, software, and server connectivity for virtualized networks and cloud environments. 
Info X is headquartered in Randolph, New Jersey and provides only the best storage solutions to over 2000 
storage VARs, VMware Resellers, OEMs and System Integrators. Info X's focus on storage and (SAN) 
networking provides customers with unmatched pre-sale, technical support, distribution and logistics. We are 
strategically located within minutes of FedEx and UPS regional hubs, which ensures that our customer's 
orders are shipped quickly.  
 
About ImageWare Systems, Inc. 
ImageWare Systems, Inc. is a leading developer of mobile and cloud-based identity management solutions, 
providing biometric authentication solutions for the enterprise. The company delivers next-generation 
biometrics as an interactive and scalable cloud-based solution. ImageWare brings together cloud and mobile 
technology to offer multi-factor authentication for smartphone users, for the enterprise, and across 
industries.  
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ImageWare’s products support multi-modal biometric authentication including, but not limited to, face, 
voice, fingerprint, iris, palm, and more.  All the biometrics can be combined with or used as replacements for 
authentication and access control tools, including tokens, digital certificates, passwords, and PINS, to provide 
the ultimate level of assurance, accountability, and ease of use for corporate networks , web applications, 
mobile devices, and PC desktop environments. ImageWare is headquartered in San Diego, Calif., with offices 
in Portland, OR, Ottawa, Ontario, and Mexico City, Mexico. To learn more about ImageWare, visit 
http://iwsinc.com; follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube and Facebook. 
 
Online Resources 

- Read the IWS blog 
- For regular news updates, bookmark IWS' newsroom   
- Learn more about ImageWare’s GoVerifyID 
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Forward Looking Statements 
Any statements contained in this document that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements as 
defined in the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Words such as “anticipate,” “believe,” 
“estimate,” “expect,” “forecast,” “intend,” “may,” “plan,” “project,” “predict,” “if,” “should” and “will” and 
similar expressions as they relate to ImageWare Systems, Inc. (“ImageWare”) are intended to identify such 
forward-looking statements. ImageWare may from time to time update these publicly announced 
projections, but it is not obligated to do so. Any projections of future results of operations should not be 
construed in any manner as a guarantee that such results will in fact occur. These projections are subject to 
change and could differ materially from final reported results. For a discussion of such risks and uncertainties, 
see “Risk Factors” in ImageWare’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2016 
and its other reports filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission under the Securities Ex change Act of 
1934, as amended. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, 
which speak only as of the dates on which they are made. 
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